Distance Learning Meeting 10-26-2006

Attendance:
Darren Zabloudil
Jon Neff
Mark Zuber
Craig O’Brien
Phil Meaney
Kris Tharp

Phone:

Tim - Dascom
Matt Oliver – Foundry

Goal of Meeting- Discuss the status of project and timeline so that time will be left to test. Expectation is for Dascom to be more involved and less involvement from Kirkwood. Dascom’s understanding was that they would be the integrator (purchase equipment and built out the network component) and then have KCC assist. Next steps, map the gaps in the network for the next phase. They will be dispatching, Dustin Rhea to familiarize himself with the project next week and to review the needed extra resources.

To the timeline issues: Still working on Washington Center before moving to the next location. Phil will start deploying the equipment to the next center (Vinton) since the equipment can be configured remotely.

Call tomorrow @ 1pm